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The students and staff are starting to settle 
in to the flow of the school year and the 
utilization of the new space. Some of the 
classes have started their first full PBL 
project and are diving deeper into the 
curriculum. Others are providing real life 
simulations and research activities.  
 
Now that the school year is in full swing, we 
are reaching out to parents/guardians for 
potential support. If you are, or know anyone 
who is in the fields of science, math, 
technology, business, journalism, history, 
economics, etc., please reach out to us!  
 
Part of the authentic learning experience that 
we are creating here in the Academy revolves 
around working with professionals in the 
field. The more connections that we have, the 
better the learning experience will be! 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Our Mission  
“Academy students and teachers 

authentically learn, reflect and grow 
by co-creating an innovative 

program that fosters a culture of 
caring and engages us with our wider 

community.” 

The advisory theme for this month is 
wellness. October is a difficult month 
as we wrap up the first quarter and 
move into darker and colder days. 

We will be including lessons on time 
management, stress resilience, 
healthy eating, and much more!  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Helpful Links

📕 RCSD Academy Website - ✨Click Here ✨
📘RHS Tutoring Center - 🌟Click Here 🌟
📗RCSD 22-23 Calendar- 🌟Click Here 🌟
 

🍂STEM 11- The students in STEM 11 had a hands on learning experience with Oysters. They 
took a walking field trip to Milton Harbor where a fellow Academy student has created an 
Oyster research station. They were able to collect data regarding the status of the oysters 
as well as their growth measurements and observations about the surrounding areas. The 
students reported this data to the Billion Oyster Project which is a scientific research 
program out of NYC. The students then used the data collected to run different statistical 
analysis.

🎃Humanities 11- Students in Humanities 11 are continuing to move forward on their PBL 
projects through “road mapping” strategies and teacher feedback. They will also receive 
their first class text, “The Graphic History of an American Founding Father: Alexander 
Hamilton” by Jonathan Hennessey, which will be used as the material used to build a 
socratic seminar! Please also be sure to enjoy the photos from last week's "Colonist 
Response to A.W. Farmer", where the students took on colonial identities and pseudonyms to 
refute the primary source document, showcasing their understanding of rhetorical appeals. 
We filled the courtyard with soapbox banter and some of us even rocked wigs; it was a sight 
to see!

🍂STEM 12- The seniors learned about Experimental Design by designing and carrying out 
their own experiments. They applied their knowledge of descriptive statistics to analyze the 
results of their individual experiments. In addition, seniors have begun developing their 
research questions related to their topic of choice. This will be the starting point for their 
exploratory research that they will be spending the month of November conducting.
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https://www.ryeschools.org/domain/1089
https://ny02205427.schoolwires.net/Page/1964
https://www.ryeschools.org/page/2#calendar1/20221017/month
https://www.ryeschools.org/domain/1089
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Upcoming Events!

🏫November 8th- Superintendent Conference Day

(No school for students)

🏫November 11th- NO SCHOOL (Veterans Day)

📝Q1 ends 11/10 —> Q2 begins 11/14

📗November 17th- Junior Parent Meeting
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Newsworthy Notes

STEM 11 students at Milton Harbor 

doing research on Oysters🦪

An interdisciplinary program for curious, courageous learners

Academy students 

and staff 

celebrating 

“Western Day” 

during spirit week! 

🤠

Follow us on Twitter! 

@ryeacademy

Look who came back to visit! 

Alex Yeh, class of 2022, came back to talk 

with students about his college experience. 
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Juniors doing their soapbox speeches in Humanities.  


